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Safety First – MSA Reduces  
Risk with Concur Solutions 
 

 

Mine Safety Appliances (MSA), headquartered near Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, has kept workers around the 

globe safe since 1914.  MSA has a dynamic North American sales force traveling to 140 countries on five 

continents. But, a paper-based expense reporting system did not support the company’s commitment to 

transparency, agility, or innovation; and manual expense report processes provided limited insight into T&E. 

With substantial growth in sales over the last few years, more than $15M in global travel spend and nearly 

1,000 expense reports to process monthly in North America alone, MSA’s financial and sales managers needed 

a system that would substantially enhance compliance and enable a detailed view of company travel spend.  

“Transparency and risk reduction, that’s the name of the game for any corporation today,” says Alan Bolyard, 

Financial Analysis Project Leader, Fleet Manager, and Manager of MSA’s North American Sales Operations. 

“We looked at the excessive time spent completing and processing reports, the volume of paper, the lost 

receipts, the auditing and compliance issues and concluded- there must be a better way.”  

The better way for MSA is a powerful and secure combination of Concur solutions and services, including 

expense, mobile and Service Administration, and the benefits have been swift and impressive. With hundreds of 

employees on the move every day of the year, MSA has benefitted from a secure, automated, integrated and 

mobile solution that lets employees capture receipts instantly and submit expense reports anytime from 

anywhere.  This provides sales and financial managers with complete insight into T&E. “We know who’s 

spending- and what they’re spending- no matter where or how often they travel,” says Bolyard. “With Concur, 

we’ve taken a giant leap forward.”  

 MSA reduced T&E expense-related costs in North America by $250,000 in less than six months. 

 With Concur’s mobile solution, employees spend 75 percent less time completing expense reports. 

 MSA has slashed internal expense reimbursement schedules from weeks to days. 

 Receipts captured with Concur’s mobile solution appear online within 30 seconds. 

 Concur solutions have helped MSA fast track workflow and improve internal processes. 

 Automation, integration and sophisticated analysis reporting give MSA unprecedented insight into 

travel spend. 

 

“Concur supports our company’s core values,” says Bolyard. “We insist on a partner who shares our 

commitment to products and services that reflect innovation, speed and agility, impeccable service to our 

customers, and—above all—integrity. Concur clearly supports our mission.” 

 


